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Abstract.-we report magnetotraii;port mer,urement, in the qua,1one dimen;ional (Q-1-Dj

organic conductor (TMTTF)jBr at pre,,ure, up to 26 kbar, down to ().45 K in magnetic f'ield, up

to 19 T along the c. direction, it i; found that a,uperconiiucting ground ,tate 1,,tabil12ed under

26 Lbar at 7[ o-X K. No magnetic field induced ,pm rien,ity wave (FISDW) tram;ition; are

ob;erved below 19T unlike other Q-1-D ,uperconductor, pertaining to the ,elenium ,erre,. The

eomputed amplitude of'the interchain coupling along tran,ver,e direction, i, unable to expiait the

mi,,ing FISDW in,tability.

Introduction.

Radical cation Salt; of the (TMTSF)~X family (where TMTSF is tetramethyltetraselenaiul-
valene and X

=
PF~~, ASF~,~ CIO~. Reoj~ il hâve given use to the first serres of organic

superconductors [2] and also to a wealth oi new phenomena such as spin density w~ive (SDW)

ground states and field-induced SDW phases under high magnetic fields (3 ]. The existence oi

these instabilities ii the natural consequence of the open and ~ilmost flot character of the Fermi

surface of quasi-one dimensional (Q-1-D) conductors (4] since the structure of (TMTSF)jX
compounds is tnclinic and consi;ts of parallel segregated st~icks of organic molecules and

inorganic mono-valent anions. The lattice constant along the st~icking direction ii given by the

anion-~inion distance.

A few years before the discovery of the (TMTSF)~X compounds, a serres of isostructural

m~itenals based on the TMTTF (tetr~imethyltetrathiofulvalene) had been studied extensively.
The growth of the (TMTTF)~X family began with X

=

BF~ [5 and went on with halogens and

(A;,ocré au CNRS).
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p,eudo halogen anions (6. 7[. In spite of a similar cry;talline ,tructure~ sulfur (TMTTF) ,md

selenium (TMTSF) serres exhibit markedly different physical properties selenium compounds
(with centrosymmetric anions. X

=

PF~, ASF~,~ .) are ail very good conductors at room

temperature («,, m 500 n~ '
cm

' with a conductivity incre~ising by two and sometimes three

order; of magnitude down to low temperatures where the conductor undergoes around 1? K a

Sharp metal-to-insulator transition of the Overhau,er type towards an antiferromagnetic SDW

ground state (4]. On the other hand the conductivity of TMTTF compounds does not exceed

?50 n~' cm~' at 300 K and even if a metallic character (dp/dT~0) persist, below room

temper~iture, it is limited ~it low temperatures by a localization ~irising at Tp (250 ~ind 1ùù K for

X
=

PF~, ~ind Br, respectively). Below Tp, the charge degrees of freedom become t'rozen out

without the occurrence of ±iny ~idditional lattice or magnetic distortion, while the ,pin

;usceptibility is left unaffected by the electron loc~ilization (8]. The electron localization at

T~Tp h~is been taken as the signature of the Umklapp electron-electron repulsion

g~ within the theory of the half-filled band1-D electron g~is [9~ 10]. The structure of the

anions X induces a 4 l~ bond modulation of the electronic charge along the conducting stick

with a concomitant dimerization of the stack [1 1[. Since this dimerization gives rise to a ,mail

gap at ± 2 k~~ the band is effectively half-filled instead of three-quarter filled as expected from

the 2:1 stoichiometry neglecting the lattice dimerization. Below Tp, the development of 1-D

antiferrom~ignetic fluctuations at a w~ive vector ? l~ goe; along with the electron loc~ilization.

These AF fluctuations may either couple to the lattice and give ri,e to a non-magnetic ,pin-
Peierls ground st~ite as for (TMTTF)~PF~ at Tsp

=

14 K Il ?[ or develop into a SDW ground

store as for (TMTTF)jBr at 7'~~w 15 K [13].

The ~ibove mentioned sulfur compounds are only two members among the broader

(TMTTF)~X serres. lt is the effect of high pressure which has suggested why the sulfur and

selenium serres belong to the same generic class of isostructural TM~X compounds (2[. The

propertie, of (TMTTFI2PFô under pressure resemble those of (TMTTFj~Br at bar, the latter

compound put under pressure looL; like (TMTSF)~PF~~ which in tutu becomes ~i ,uperconduc-

tor under pressure very much ]'Le (TMTSFj~CIO~ at ~imbient pre,sure, figure In addition, it

~j 'CL""~,,
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Fig. l. -Generalized plia,e diagram l'or the (TMj~X ;erre;. The dotied fine reier; to the pre,,lire

dependence ot T,,. The notation CL. SP, SDW. SC, iefér, to the Mott-Hubbard. ;pin-Peierl,. ,pin

density wave and superconducting states re~pectively. The lower case letter~ designate compounds and

indicate their location ai atmo,pheric pre,,we ii the generalized diagram ,i (TMTTF)~PF<,, b

(TMTTF)~Br, c
(TMTSF)~PF~, d (TMTSFfiCI04.
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ha; been shown that the dielectric ground state of (TMTTF)2Br c~in be suppressed under a

pressure of ?5 kbar [14[. The compound then retained ~i very large conductivity down to

helium temperature but no superconducting ground state could be ascertained in spite of a

minor re;i;tance drop near 3.5 K ob;erved in some samples without any ~iccompanying
diamagnetic shielding signal (14].

The present work reports a new study performed on (TMTTF)jBr ;ingle cry;t~il; under

pres;ure at very low temperatures. The existence oi a superconducting ground state at

T~ =

0.8 K (P
=

26 kbar) 1; iirmly e;tabli,hed by resi;tive ~ind magnetoresistive measure-

ments. (TMTTF)jBr becomes thus the iirst compound in the (TMTTF)jX series to reveal a

superconducting ground ,t~ite.

Experimental results.

Single cry,t;i1, of (TMTTF)jBr were prepared hy the galvano,tatic oxidation of purified
TMTTF [15, 16] (cry,tallization in ACN. ?l)iigl uniier,i mtrogen auto,pheie at ?(1°C.

Tetrabutylammonium brotuide (Fluka. ?40 mg) in
anhydroui THF (30 tùl), (distilled from

Na/PhjCO itumediately beiore u,e), was used a, ;upporting electrolyte. A H-shape cell was

employed with platinum electrodes. A constant current (2 ~A) wa; applied for a period oi

1ù day, to obtain black-shiny needles length ù.5-1 cm iormed in the anode compartment. The

cry,tal; were collected (10-1? mg) and washeii twice with THF then with ether and iinally
dried under vacuum.

Longitudinal resistivity measurements hâve been periormed u,ing the cla,sical four contact

techn%ue up to 26Lbar u,ing a Be-Cu pressure oeil and a
~He cryostat The pressure

dependence of'the longituiiinal conductivity was round to be ii a very good agreement with the

existing literature[14[, namely <,,,(?4kbar)/(,,,jl bar)
=

II At a pre;,ure oi 24kbar a

(TMTTF)~ Br

P= 24 Kbar
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Fig. ?_ Re;istivity ot the (TMTTFijBr sample, if liai temperature ai P
=

24 kbar. Note the SDW

tran,ition at T, 5 K.
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notable increase ai the conductivity is observed on cooling clown to 5 K, figure ?, but an

insulating ground state sets in below 5 K. After warmmg the sample up to room temperature

the pressure wa, increased up to ?6 Lbar. The simple resistance rose by a iactor about 15

during the latter procedure. However we believe this ri,e can be attributed mostly to a

modification oi the current path through the sample ;ince the subse~uent cooling under ?6 kb~ir

~till revealed a metal-like behaviour with a ratio

~~~~ ~~
=

90 (Fig. 3~ inset).
«~ (300 K

On cooling below ? K the resistance was still weakly temperature dependent and began to

drap ,harply ar K. At the lowe,t possible temperature of 0.45 K the re,istance was 17 time;

,maller thon the K value. Furthermore~ the application oi a magnetic iield along the c" -axi;

(according to the observation oi the well iormed natural i~ices oi the sample) restored under

0,1 T the extrapolated value oi the high temperature resistance. Moreover we did not notice

any change in the R(T) behaviour increasing the measunng current irom 10 to Ion ~A. The;e

data show unambiguously that a bulk superconducting ground state can be stabilized in

(TMTTF)jBr at T~ ù.8 K with a 10%-90% transition width oi 0.4 K. Despite very

signiiicant dit'ierences in the pressure conditions the superconductivity of (TMTTF)~Br bear,

much iesemblance with th~it round in (TMTSF)iClO~ at 1bar or in jTMTSF)jPF~, under

9 kbar as f~ir as value; oi T~ and H~j are concerned [4[. One pres,ure run only has been

perfoniied up to ?6 kbar as permanent deioriuations oi the pre,sure cell prevent several use; of

the saine vessel.

The application oi a pressure suppresses the transition temperature of the SDW ground ,t~ite

in (TMTSF)~X compounds above P~
=

9 kbar and 13 kbar for X
=

PF~, (2] and ReO~ Il 7[~

re;pectively, while the critical pressure oi X
=

CIO~ is obviously zero or negative il 8[. The

superconductivity oi these materials is suppressed with a ;mail iield
w

0.1 T applied along the

weak coupling c ~ direction and a cascade oi SDW phase characterized by a ~uantization oi the

35
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Fig. ~. The superconducting tran;ition at 26 Lbar both for zero field and at a small tmn~ver,e field.

in~et the tempemture dependence of the re~i,tance for the whole temperature range.
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critical f'ielif.

hall resistance is observed above 6 T [19]. This phenomenon has been interpreted within the

fiamework of a «
,tandard

»
theory in which the magnetic iield drives the Q-1-D electron ga;

more one dimensional, re,toring the SDW instability (?1). ?1[. SO i~ir, ail (TMTSF)~X
compounds showing superconductivity at P

~
P~ hâve aise shown a stabiliz~ition of SDW

phases above a threshold field whose value is always less than 10 T~ namely 4~ 6~ 6.5 T in

X
=

CIO~ (??] (?3[. PF~, [?4, ?5[ and ReO~ (?6[, respectively. The case oi X
=

NO~ [~7] 1,

intere,ting as neither superconductivity nor FISDW pha;e, have been stabilizeii at

P
~

P
~.

lt haï also been suggested th~it the existence oi FISDW ph~i,e; and superconductivity
could be connected [?8]. In this model the magnetic iield may renonuali£e the electron-

electron attraction which gives rise to superconductivity and tutu it into a repulsive interaction

which iavors the stabilization oi a density w~ive state. The relation between superconductivity
~ind FISDW phase, i, thereiore an important is,ue for under,tanding the properties oi jTM)~X
compounds.

The high pre,,ure cell containing the jTMTTF)2Br s~imple ~it ?6 kbar was thu, moved to trie

Grenoble High Magnetic Field Laboratory ~ind the magnetoresi,tance wa, mea;ured up ta 19 T

,it T
=

1).47 K lH Î
c The signature of superconductivity similar to that shown in figure 3

was recovered but no anomaly of AR/R~j or even oi its iield derivative could be observed below

19 T and t~lken as the signature of FISDW phase transition;, see figure 4.

Band structure calculations.

In order to discuss the absence of FISDW instability m this Q-1-D conductor where

superconductivity is present, band par~imeters respon,ible for the ? and 3-D coupling, ;houlii

be con,idered. The instability towards SDW pha,e, at zero temperature ii governed by the

J'R R~~l DF "1,ii'~llE' -1 4 ~ ',' <Ji rORFR "'>4 ~
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Table ftlq>criant paiatlietei.i (,tee Fi,q. 5 fi>1 ih~ label-1) (jf'ihe <.ah.iilatt></ <li.ipei.iiofi
ielaiion; fi>1 (TMTTF)~Br an</ (TMTSF)jPF~, u;ifi,q tfieii ioo>ii ie>iq>m.atuie ail</ atli/>ieiii

pie.i.fuie .itiii<.fine.i. Trie <ah.iihitioiii M.oie <.allie</ Oi't ii.titi,q a ha.;i.i -Set (>l'eithei.lin,qle-( ai

</oit/>le-(Slatei t_i~pe oihita/.1. N1itlihei.> in hia<.lot.i ai-e trie liard para>iielei1 ol)latrie</ fi.oui trie

tw.o-<l1tlieiiiiona/ »iii/ti-( <.ahiilation iii joli>ion«> [30[. Ail >.ahit>.; ai-e iii eV.

(TMTTF)~Br (TMTSF)~PF~,

Single-( double-( single-( double-(

Wj 0.149 0.316 (0.372) 0.221 0.518 (0.595)

W~~
0.178 0.417 ù.218 0.573

W~ 0.354 0.797 (0.859) ù.495 1.218 (1.366)

W~ 0.030 0.052 (0.044) 0.070 0.140 (0.114)

W( 0.082 0.257 0. 126 0.248

W~
0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003

W,' 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002

coupling along the c-direction [?9[. TO the best oi our knowledge only ?-D calculations have

so for been reported (30, 31[ Thereiore, three-dimension~il tight-binding band structure

calculations, including explicitly the anions and the methyl groups were carried out using the

room temperature and ambient pressure structures of (TMTTF)~Br 17 and

(TMTSF)~PF~ [32]. Thus, our c~ilculations diiier irom the previous ones [30, il in th~it ail

donor-donor ~ind donor-acceptor transfer integrals are calcul±ited. An effective Hamiltonian of

the Extended Hückel type [33[ was u;ed and ±i11 valence electrons were taken into account in

the c~ilculations. The b~isis set consisted of Slater type orbital; oi bath single-( and double-(

quality. The exponents and contraction coefficients for the orbit~ils were taken from Clementi

and Roetti [34]. The H,, (eV value; u;ed were 21.4 ~ind 11.4 for C 2s ~ind 2p ?0.0

and 13.3 for S 3; ~ind 3p 13.6 for H 1; 22.1 and 13.3 for Br 4s and 4p 20.5 and

13? for Se 4; and 4p 40.0 and 18,1 for F ?1 and ?p, and ?0.~ and 1?.5 for P 3,

~1~ W~
b

~

cn
~
w -10
c

UJ

y~i
C

w[

,io

x r y r z

Fig. 5. Dispersion relations calculated for (TMTTF)~Br on the basis of its room temperature and

ambient pre~;ure structure. L, X. Y and Z refer to the wave vectors (0, 0, 0), (a±/2. 0, 0), (0, h~/2, 0) and

(o, o, <'/2), respectively. The calculation; use a ha,'; ;et of,ingle-( Slater orbitals. For the calculation;

with double-( Slater orbitals see table1.
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~ind 3p. The off-diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian were calculated according to the

modified Wolfsberg-Helmholz formula (35]. Results of the calculations using the ambient

pressure and temperature structures [7, 32] are summarized in table1. Figure 5 gives a

schematic picture of the bond structure for (TM)~X compound~.

Discussion.

Using a simplified orthorhombic model for the energy dispersion, and a linearization of the

dispersion l~iw close to the Fermi energy along the conducting direction the qu~intity

ij~ifi,, provides a measure for the degree of unnesting of the Q-1-D Fermi surface when the

tr~insfer integral along the c-direction is neglected (29]. The tight binding energy disper;ion
relation thus becomes

~.(k)= r~(jl,j -l~)-2tj,co;1, h-2t(co;2k, h (1)

where

ii
=

(1/2 ,à) t(/t,, (2)

for the three quarter-iilled band situation which prevails neglecting the structural dimerization.

In the absence of the 1±ist term, namely ii « ij~~
equation (1) represents a periectly nested Fermi

surface.

Pressure incre~i;es ij[ at a rate which c~in be derived f'rom the ~tudy oi the conductivity
anisotropy under pressure at room temperature together with equation (2). The measured

pressure dependence of selenium compounds is similar for both components of the

conductivity along a and b (36. 37 ]. Since (,,,/(xj,1; proportional to (i,,fij~)~ assuming a diffusive

transverse motion of the electrons as shown by the absence of transverse plasma edge (38] we

derive from e~uation (2), d In ij(/dP
-

d Intj,/dP
-

d Int,,/dP. The pressure dependence of the

bore band width ha; been derived for sulfur and selenium compounds by NMR exper-

imenti (39] and leads to d Inn,,/dP
-

2.7 and 2.2 %kbar~'~ respectively.
Within the framework of the

«
standard

»
theory the ambient pressure SDW is destroyed

when the deviation from periect nesting reache; a critic~il value ii which is of the order oi the

SDW energy g~ip j29, 40j, namely ii
w

0.88 T(~w whre 7i)~w is the SDW temperature of a

perfectly ne;ted Fermi surface (41]. There al;o exist; another appro~ich within the
«

standard
»

model to estimate the unnesting parameter tj( since the effect of the deviations from perfect

nesting is suppressed when the energy between adjacent Landau level; becomes larger than

11 (?9]. Thus the ultimate SDW phase with quantum levels becomes larger th~in 11 (29j. Thus

the ultimate SDW phase with quantum number N
=

0 1; reached at ~i field corresponding to

(v~/t(
=

6 (for tj/t(
=

10).

The deriv~ition oi tj( either irom the knowledge of P~ or from the determination of the

N =1 to N
=

0 phase boundary in the FISDW phase diagr~im oi (TMTSF)jPF~, using
li(~,,,

=

?0 K which 1; the maximum value for T,~,,, in the ITM)jX phase di~igr~im and an

effective ma;, unity lead, to 1(
=

17.6 and 16 K, respectively, at P
=

P~ (9 kbar). The,e

experiment~il iindings for ii are in i~iirly good agreement with the calcul~ited values in t,ible II

including corrections which are requested tram the high pressure (9 kbar) and tram the thermal

contraction leading to an overall increase of the theoretical values which m~iy be evaluated to

,ibout 20 % following the known pres,ure dependence oi the bore bond width in the ,uliur

compound j36]. Furthermore, the pressure dependence ni the FISDW diagram has shown that

the transition fields at finite temper~iture increa;e at the same rate under pressure (30 % kbar '

in (TMTSF)~CIO~)(42j supporting the validity of the 2-D standard model j21] for the

description of the phase di~igr~im at iinite temper~iture.
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Table II. Ca/<.iilaie</ iii ail</ il iahit,.~. a<.<oi<liR,q la e</iiatioiij?). We liai'<> jalon

W,,
j,

,
=

4 t~, j,_,.
Ail ia/iici ai-e m mev.

jTMTTF)jBr jTMTSF)jPF~,

single-( double-( single-( double-(

11 0.22 0.29 0.87 1.41

t,' 3.~ x
10~~ 6.35 x 10 ~ 8.6 x

10~~ 6 x
10~~

As iar as (TMTTF)jBr 1, concerned, ~t ,imil~tr value oi ii, should aise be reached ~it the

pre,,ure which is re~uired to suppres, the SDW phase at low temper~ttures. The value, oi

tj( for (TMTTF)~Br in table II are however niarLedly ,maller thon tho;e round for

ITMTSF)~PF~~ even ii an enh~lncement oi about 70% due to the higher critical pre,sure
(?6 kbar) is taken into ~iccount.

The discrepancy may be under,tood in ternis of the very high pre,sure which 1, needed to

,uppre,, the SDW phase in this compound. Conse~uently, substanti~il modification, of the

,tructure under ?6 kbar c~tnnot be ruled out ~ind the results of the comput~ition in table Il may

undere;tim~ite ,igniiic~intly the deviation t'rom periect nesting Ht high pressure. However. the

small ii values for 'TF)~Br in table II including the 70 % enhancement imply that the

N
=

to N
=

0 transition related to the amplitude oi iii should ,tilt be visible at ~t magnetic
field smaller thon 19 T.

Unlike the ~-D coupling along b a finite interaction along the third direction doe; provide a

finite value of the thre;hala iield Hi for the appearance oi FISDW phase, at zero temperature
which ii given by the e~u~ition

T/~(Hi)~i[ j3)

where Tj~~(H) displays the critical fine for
a strictly 2-D conductor j?~j. Table lI ares net

show any major diiierence between suliur and selenium compounds as iar as il is concerned.

This finding is net toc surprising as no contribution to the interchain coupling coming tram

chalcogen orbit~ils i~ expected along this direction. Given the amplitudes oi the interch~iin

couplings oi table Il, e~uation j3) would le~id to threshold iields at ?ero temper~iture le,, thon

0.5 T. Thereiore, three-dimension~ility is un~ible to explain threshold fields oi the order oi 3 T

and 3.5 T which have been observed at very low temperatures in (TMTSF)jcloj (43] and

(TMTSF)~PF~, j44], respectively. We have also checked that no unusually large change oi

t, occurs under pressure for (TMTTF)2Br. The transverse conductivity along c has been

measured up to ?? kbar with a very good accuracy, figure 6. Above 10 kbar, (,, increases

iaster than «~, and the anisotropy drops by a iactor 2 in ?? kb±ir. Hence t,' ii about twice larger

at P, as comp~ired to the ambient pres;ure conditions but ;tilt remains too sm~ill to preclude the

observation oi a threshold field below 19 T.

The electron life time could be ±inother obstacle to the stabilization oi FISDW phases since

H~ would thus be determined by T)~(H~)
=

tilt. Dur present knowledge oi filz i, r~ither

limited but a crude estimate can be denved from the expenmental pre,sure ~ind temperature

dependence oi the conductivity. Using tilt
w E~ (1 500 K) which can be expected since the

compounds exhibits a metal-like conduction under normal conditions we thus obtain the upper

limit h/r 5 K at T=1K under ?6 kbar ~iccording to the increa;e oi three orders oi
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dot,, re,pectively. (data for the a-direction [14[ are al,o indicated, continuou, lire). Trie in,et ,how, the

pre;;une dependence of the ani,otropy.

magnitude of tri( which is currently observed. It is possible that such a finite energy level

broadeniig may affect the ,tability of FISDW pha~e; and pu~h it ;tbove IL) T. The limit,juan by

a finite life time does net seem to interfere with the stability of FISDW phases of selenium

compounds since the overall agreement between different published FISDW phase diagrams is

very satisfactory for these compounds, however, it has been shown that the threshold field in

(TMTSF)~Cl04 can be intluenced by the presence of antan disorder in raipidly cooled

samples (2? ].

In addition, we may notice tram the inspection of figure 4 that rapid magneto-oscillations
which are observed in Cl04 (46] and Re04 (46( selenium compounds even below

HT when electron orbits are open are net seen in (TMTTF)~Br. This may aise be due to a finite

electron lire time effect.

Conclusion.

In ;utumary, we have performed magneto-transport measurements under pressure in a member

of the (TM)~X serres, (TMTTF)2Br, which ;how; at ombrent pressure a Mott-Hubbard

localization below 1où K and a commensurate SDW ground state at 14 K (47]. Superconduc-

tivity is stabilized at T~ =

0.8 K under ?6 kbar. (TMTTF)jBr thus becomes the first compound

in the sulfur serres to exhibit superconductivity and this tinding confirms that the physics of

bath selenium and sulfur serres must be treated on an equal footing (48]. However, unlike ail
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other superconducting members of the (TM)~X series (TMTTF)~Br has failed to reveal bath

the stabilization of FISDW pha;es and the existence of rapid magneto-oscillations below 19 T.

The computed value of the interchain coupling along the c direction together with the pressure
dependence of the transverse conductivity predict that FISDW phases ~hould be observable

just ~ibove the critical pres~ure as for other (TMTSF)jX compounds. At this stage it should be

kept in mind that the distance between the actual pre~sure and the critical pressure i~ an

important parameter for the stability of FISDW phases since the threshold field as well as ail

characteristic fields between FISDW sub-phases are known tu exhibit a pronounced pre;;ure

dependence ot >haut 30%kbar ' in (TMTTF)jCl0414?( ,ind about 10%khar in

(TMTSF)~PF~, (49(. We cannot disc~ird the possibility thon the distance from the critic~il

pressure i~ toc large tu observe the stabilisation of FISDW phases below 19 T.

Up tu now a finite electron lire time smearing the ob~ervation of quantum effects at low

temperature c~innot be ruled Dut but is hard tu reconcile with the large value of the conductivity
which is retained with no saturation ~it low temperatures.

Admittedly pressure experiments on (TMTTF)~Br up tu 30 T and even at higher field~ in the

pulsed-field range should be very v~iluable. Other member~ of the (TMTTF)~X serres,

X
=

PF~,, Cl04, should ~il~o become ~uperconducting ~ilthough ~it a pressure exceeding
40 kbar [14(.
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